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THE.MANAGEMENT OF EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS IN INSTRUCTIONALLY

'EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS: jOWARD ARESEARCH AGENDA.

This.paper was written bthe Education Ptofes'sions Committee which is part

of'an NIE-fu6dedprogram in the Center for EduCational Policy. and Management ,

..
. .

"(CEPM) at the University of Oregon. The mission of the program is to investi-

gate-hoW-policy-and7manTleffe-fitaffect-student_mgstery-ofbastC
_

skills in reading and-Mathematics. The EducationProfessions,Committee was .1

c/
formed because itiL CEPM staff believes that human resources represented by Vie-

.

various education professions have an important impact on school productivity.

These resources-need to be better underkood, througla program o£ research,

that policy makers can use them effectively to imprave-students' achievement.of

the basic skills. \
&

,
.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an initial conceptualization of the
. ! .

. .. ;
. paraMeters, relationships, anesCope of work thatthe Education

.

RrofessAon

. . .

. Committee might include 'in its research agenda. The reader.is advised to read

another CEPM paper, "Linking Educational FolicY and. Management with'

Student Achievement,'! (Duckworth 1981) to see how the Lommitteelgwork

relates to the larger mission of.the Center's research program on human

resource management.
.z

Beqer utilization of resources is directly related to increasing

.7 .
.

)
student learning: Stated crudely in economic terms," improved handling ,

.. . ,,....

of raw materials' wilt lead 'to higher quality products. Indeed, the
.

input- output, formulation of educational productivity has been conspicuous

in educational production research, However, although the economics

metaphor has prRvided d convenient research prototype, it may have

encouraged an emphasis more on the quantity of available resources than,,

on the nature of the social environment in which they occur and are used

5
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(Barr-And Dreeben,l977; Murtiane 1980). The question of how resources are

allocated in an ongoing system has also been slighted. 'Kning that resources

exist in different quantities or even fn differeht qualities .tells us nothihg

about hOw they .are co-joinedin the teaching process..

-Thus,..ourprimary-Cbjective Th tà consider how human_resources4i.e:, educa=---.

tion professional) might best be managed in order to improve'student
f A

achievement.. Our interest,is in'formulating a research paradigm dnd a research

agenda.that will guide investigations into the relationships between human

resource management and basic skirli achievement in reading and mathematics.

An 'example will make clear the distinction between research on effective
. .. .

_._ .

, ,
clast'rooms and schools and-research on human reedurce management. One of the'--,-.

major findings of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Denham and Lieberman

1980) was that time allocated for basic skills instruction is positively corre-

lated with students' basic skill acquisition. This finding means that teachers

who allocate more time for basic skills instruction are likely to be more effec-

tive (in the sense of promoting student achivement).than teachers who allocate

less time.

The question then arises, What management practices could be instituted to

increase the effectiveness of teachers with res'pect to time allocation?

Inservice educatio4,,s.monitoring of teacher time allocation, and -removal of

-distractiors from teachers' work environments are management options that come

. .

-to mind. One might also ask the question, What'management 'practices could be

instituted to 4mRrove building principals' abilitito use time allocation

as an instructional resource? In fact,., one might 'ask similar questions about

any professional group,whose work impinges "On, or is affeeted by, allocation of

time for basic skills instruction. .These kinds of quistions,-in our view, relate to

research on the management of human resources rather than to research on class-,

6
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root effectiveness.'

There is renewed appreciation among the general public'and educators alike

that a major goal of the schools'isto help students acquire basic skills,_espe--

. °
in_reading-and-mathematics; Thertottviii6feeXpreSSons of this new;--

/tomMitment are the "back to'basics 4
movement in the American school curriculum

.

and the increasing number of states that have mandated competency requirements '

for high school graduation.

Basic skills in reading and mahematics,arecertainly important learning

outcomes in 'their Own right. Furthermore, mastery of basic 'skills is a

necessary prerequisite for the development of problem - solving and other thinking

skills, which cdnstitui< another important set of learning 'outcomes. But

despite the importance of.basic skills, public education is not doing a good job

of insuring that its student clientele. acquire them. An alarming percentage of

high school students is unab]e to demonstrate basic skill proficiency when'admi-

nisterid competency tests. Also discouraging is ilies.gap between the basic

skill attainment of white, middle-class students..end students of other ethnic 15)

groups and from families of4low socioeconomic status (National Assessment of

Educational Progress 1979; National Assessment of Educational Progress'n.d.;

National Center for Educational Statistics 1978).

Other background factors also appear to influence student achievement,

although notto the same degree as social class and raCe. For instance, sex
. .

appears to play a significant role. In the early grades, males have many more

problems with reading than females (Bond and Tinker 1967, Gates 1961, Herman' 1975)

and even in adulthood have somewhat lower scores than females do tests of G.

verbal reasoning and complex verbal comprehension.(Maccoby and Jacklin 1974).

Although girls learn to count sooner than-boys and score equally well on tests

of arithmetic reasoning through the elementary,school year (Maccoby 1966),
47
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they begin to fall behind boys in mathematics achievement in the high

school years (Aiken 1976, Anastasi 1958, Astin 1974, Fennema 1974). Area
. . .

of residence may also affect achieveMent, at least as it is associated-with

ii.:.ialclass and race. Both students in highly urbanized areas (National-

Assessment of Educaftional Progress1979) and those in fiery isolated rural .

settings (Clay 1976, Edington 1971) have teenoobserved to have lower

mastery of basic skills. Finally, various handicap'sre related to achieve-
,

ment. Students with physical or 'mental disabilities are.often at a dis-

advantage in acquiring baic skills.

Many studies have tried to explain the basis of these inequities in

achievement. For instance the effects of social, , class on achievement have

been linked to variations in socialization and.linguistic patterns in the

home (Bernstein 1970, 1973; 100. Sex differentials have been traced to

variations in maturation and to sex, differences in perceptual development

(Stockard 980):

Whatever the ultimate sour these inequities, -the schools are charged
.

with educating all children to the best of their abilitiesf, compensating

for any handicaps that students face due to tjieir backgrounds. In charging

schools with improving student achievement, it is often,assumed that greater,
.

student equity will' be attained:
.1

In other words, increased achievement

in a school or classroomvimplies that all students acquire basic skills and

that the assoc ation.of achievement with background factors such as social

class; race, sex, ar.,^.P..a of residence, and handicap becomes much smaller .

(cf.,.Cohen,4:Koehler, Datta, and Timpane 1981)

The National Institute of Education and other funding agencies have .

sponsored a substantial amount of research over the past decade or so td.

develop new knowledge that might be useful in remediating inadequacies in

student mastery of basic skills. As a result of their efforts, there is a growing

8
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number of replicated research findings about characteristics of ,classrooms
,

(Brophy 1919a, Medley 1977, Rosenshine 19.75,_Rosenshine & Berliner-198) and
,

schools (Brookover et al,. 1977, Edmonds 1979, Weber 1971) that are associated
_______ _

,/

with improved student achievement in the basic skills. We will review

5

the findings of this research later in the, paper.

Most characteristics of effect4ve classrooms and effective schools, as

revealed through this research, iavolve'the direct 'or indirect participation of

education professionals., It appears that the quality and use of the human

resources E,signed to schools have a significant effect on students' level of

achieVement in the basic skills.

This conclusion may seem so obvious as to be trivial in its implications.

After all,(it is hard to imagine large numbers of students engaged in sustained

learning withoutprofessional educators to guide them. What is not so'

obvious is how these educators should act and think so that all, or almost

all, students become proficient in the basic skills. The body 9f-research

referred to above suggestsa set of practices for basic skills nstruc-

tion Oat is more specific Andympirically-based than anything previously 'avail-

able.

Terminology and i3rganization

As used in this paper, the term "student achievement" refers to mastery of
.

skills in reading and mathematics. Research has dealt with student achievement

at both the school and classroom levels, both of which will be addressed in this
0-

paper. The term "education professionals" will be used when possible instead of

the more abstract and general term "human resources," although we attach basically

the same meaning to each term. Our range of interest will include any group of.

* ducation professionals who have a potential contribution to make to student
.

WNW %.
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achievement. Teachers and building principals, however, are the major focus of

'.. attention in this paper, because the avallablf research is-Most clear about how

these groups affect student achievement at school and classroom levels. We also

make-occasional-reference to-resource specialist's and teacher aides as they

might affect instructional effectiveness: The term "management" will be used to .

refer to strategies (e.g., personnel selection, allocation,. and evaluation; staff

training and development; use' of incentives and rewards) that can be employed by .

policymakersand administrators to improve the effectiveness of education

professionalT..

The remainder of,this paper is divided into two major sections. Section I

concerns the relationship between student achievement and.,attributes of schoV

and classroom contexts. :fn.this section, we discuss conceptualizations of basilc,

skill achievement and briefly .review what -research has foUnd about the consti-

tuents of effective practices in these two instructional contexts. In Section

II, discussion turns to our major concern: managerial options for improving the

effectiveness of education professionals. Because our primary objective is the

formulation of an agenda for research on the relationship between human resource

management and student achievement, this section reviews in some depth the

existing knowledge base and discusses areas in which new knowledge is needed.

The human resource management factors that we have chosen to consider here

include personnel '.allocation, inservice education, control over work decisions,.
personnel evaluation; incentives and rewards, and professidnal associations and

agencies. We are well aware that there may be other human resource management

factors .Which could be added to this list.' Ouranijysis of the variables we have

identified_may be regarded as a model for,studying the influence of others.

.10 f



I Relationship Between School

and Classroom Attributes and Student Achievement

, .

In this section, we review research that suggests schodl and classroom
,

- ,
%.

attributes most often associated with student attainment of basic skills. it is

important to consider these two instructional contexts' as they mediate the

effects of human resource management strategies op student achievement. (These

strategies will be the focus of Section II.) As shown in Figure'l on the next

page,,student achievement in the basic skills is. seen as the outcome that we

$ ,,wish to maximize. Classroom instruction is seep as the proximal cAuse of stu-

dent achievement, School-level factors are placed above the classroom context

box infthe figure because they are seen as influencing student .achievement

indirectly through their impact on how education professionals perform in the

classroom.. Ift
ry

Conceptualizations About Curriculum and Measurement
/

We.will begin by first considering.the way in which basic skills achievement

is conceptualized. Even when education professionals are in agreement about

"basic skills" as a priority goal of schooling, they may disagree about the

nature and measurement of this concept. Their disagreements reflect different

conceptualizations that educatOrs hold about matters relating to

curriculum and measurement. Quite possibly these individual differences inper-

ceptions mediate the influence of human resource management strategies on stu-

dent achievement. We recommend, therefore, that factors related to the concep-

tualization of basic skills be studied as a set of intervening variables in

4,

research on management strategies for improving the effectiveness of education

professionals.

An,example will illustrate the importance goconceptualizations about basic

4
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FIGURE I
I

SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM ATTRIBUTES

AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

1-

SCHOOLTONfA TEXT

Schoo)-principal leadership

Safe and orderly climate-- __ -------
.

Emphasis onlbasic skills instruction

High expebtations of students

System for monitoring student
performances

\

.

CLASSUOM CONTEXT

Teacher keeps students on-task;
extensive content coverage

Questions are - highly structured
and can be answered correctly

Immediate, academically-oriented
. feedback

Whole class or small- group
i9estruction

Teacher monitors student
.performance"

a.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

IN BASIC SKILLS

12.

a

.9t

F

51.
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skills. If teachers have varying conceptions of basic skl*ls, and the achieve-

ment tests used to assess student learning are based on a still different

conception, school management mill suffer from a faulty data base. Furthermore,

research on Studpt achievement becomes virtually meaningless under these

conditions. Tests designed to measure what has.been learned should be high in

'content validity or should sample systematically for a defined domain of

knowledge. Tests-used -in school effebts or ClasSroom effects research tend to

be weak in this'respect ,(Gall 1973).

Educators' conceptualizations of basic skills achievement can vary with

respect to three dimensions: what should be learned; how-well-it should be

learned; andhow.quickly it can be lerned. These'dithensions-are important

because6each one may be affected by a.distinctive set of instructional

. :

conditions, which in turn are controlled by a distinctive set of management

strategies.

What Should Be Learned. Teachers, administratoh, curriculum specialists,

and others make decisions about what is to be learned. The "what" is sometimes

stated as objectives and is considered by some educators to constitute the

Curriculum, "the-planned learning outcomes for which the school is responsible"

(Popham and Baker 1970). Teadhers, materials, and programs differfrom each

other in What they provide in

I

tructidn about, and differenestudents may earn

jdifferent scores on an achieiement test because they were taught different con-

tent
,

(Walkerand Schafferznidk 1974).

The "what" of instructign.is also important ecause learning outcome" are

differentially influenced by school' resources. he studies of the International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational.) Oevement found that, "the

more a subject is learnedin school, the greater the effects of schooling"

13
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(Wolf 1979, p. 326). The research staff of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation-

Study (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, and Dishaw 1930) also found that

variations in allocated and engaged time were more highly correlated with some

types of school achievement than with others. Thus, the "what" of instruction

may limit the extent to which certain learning outcomes can be modified by edu-

cation professionals. 0

Based on his experience with the Beginning :reacher Evaluation Study,

Berliner (1980) offered the opinion that one probably could not find consensus

on definition of learning outcomes beyond the fourth grade level: Indeed, con-

sensus even at this level is problematic. A recentlanalysis of fourth-grade

mathematics textbooks (Kuhs & Freeman 1979) indicated that they differed from

each other in important ways. Many topics found in one textbook liere not found

in the other textbooks. Many of the core topics common to all of the textbooks

-varied-in the amount of emphasis they were given: Once again, the questiOn of

how to achieve consensus of perceptions among education professionals emerges as

a major problem of basic skills instruction. Research is.needed to clarify the

nature of the problem and how it affects management of education professionals.

a

How Well It Should Bre Learned. Two teachers may begin to teach the same

skill, such as tying one's shoelaces or saying the sound represented by "b."

Students (pall teachers may learn the same skill (the same "what"). However,

students of one teacher may be able to perform,the skill more quIckly,than stu-

dents of qv other teacher. The quickness or speed represents a distinctive

type of basic ,skills achievement.

Another index of how well something has been learned is the strength of

retention over time. Classroom effects research typically measures achievement

immediately prior to instruction and immediately following instruction; gain

scores or residUalized gain scores are used as the criterion. Another approach

14
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is to assess retention; which can 6e accomplished by measuring achievement

at a later time following instruction.: c
A third index is the stability or reliability of learning. Two

students may have learned the same "what," but Rae student can perform
''r

Ait consistently on demand, whereas the other studentis shaky" and able

to penform some times but not'at others.

How Quickly It Can Be Learned. Efficiency research is general*

of tiro types. One type is.concerned with differences in time required for

particular students to achieve mastery 'of a, set of learning,outcotpes. The

other type of efficiency research. is concerned with differences in achieve-

ment gains per unit of time. For example, two teachers may agree on the

"what" and "how well" of instruction. In a month's time, none of their

students may have achieved mastery, but one,teacher!s group, on average,

may be further along toward mastery than the othe,grobpr We need to know

more about how education professionals perceive the academic gains that

are pcissible with different groups of students over the course of a school

year.

.



Research on Classroom Effectiveness

Several reviewers of research.on classroom instruction (Brophy 1979a,

Rosenshine 1976, Rosenshine and Berliner 1978) have concluded that "direct

instruction" is more effective than other instructional practices in improving

12

basic skills achievement, especially in elementaryclissrooms with,students of

minority and low socioeconomic backgrounds. Cohen and his colleagues (1981)

identified-these as the principles of.directjnstruction:

I. The teacher keeps the-students on academic tasks, and the content

coverageis extensive.

'2. The teacher and workbook questions are highly struftueed, and

elicit a relatively,high rate of correct answers from.students.

3. The teachers and materials provide immediate, academically - oriented

feedback, praising correct responses and exploring incorrect, ones.

4. Instruction is provided to the whole class or to small groups:

5. Teachers monitor student performance during recitation sessions,

and provide individualized feedback to students. (p. 5)

We would add to this list the following instructional factors, each con-

sistent with the direct instructional model:

6. The teacher is characterized by clarity and enthusiasm (Rosenshine 1971).

7. The teacher uses curriculum programs that-provide a system of materials

and teaching methods consistent with the principles of direct

instruction, such as the Keller Plan (Ryan 1974), mastery learning

(Bloom 1976), and DISTAR (Becker 1977)'.

8. The teacher ensures that students complete their homework

assignments (Bloom 1976).

The'se instructional principles, validated across several large-sdale

studies, challenge our thinking about human resource.management. For one thing,

16
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C.

direct instruction requires a teacher who can4aintdin a high level of alert-

ness, whoOs.well-organized, and who asstgns basic skills i high priority

in the curtOculum. Some teachers may not have the necessary temperament and

attitudOs that Gersten,Carnine, and Williams-(in press) identified in their

recent study of a chool district's adoption,of the DISTAR curriculum.

What kinds of management'practices are necessary to dealwith tethers who

are "in place" in a district and are unwilling to provide'basic skills instruo6

. tion or use direct instruction principles?' For example, subject-matter teachers

in high school may feel it outside their job description- to teach a remedial

basic-skills class. This is oneproblem for,research on human resource

-management. Another sort of problem is suggested by the fact that direct

instruction principles are not in the repertoire of many inservice teachers.

These principles form a technology of instruction that must be learned by the

teachers.
4

Although trained, motivated teachers are the key human resource in difect

, instruction, teacher Tides can also .make a contribution to classroom

productivity. Bloom (1981) has found that the time required for a student to

reach-mastery, in ilmastery learning program, is greatly accelerated if he or

she is assisted. by a tutor. The' tutor can contribute to dite-.t instruction in

basic skills by encouraging the student to stay on task, and by providing

immediate feedlAck on the-student's responses. .Teacher aides are good

candidates to serve in this tutorial role.', We need to learn more about

whether,, in fact, they do serve as tutors. More generally, we need to learn

how to manage teacher aides so that thdYYmake a worthwthle contribution
%.

-44

to classroom productivity.
, -

.
, ..

The most fundamental princip
\

le of direct instruction, it seems, i5 keeping,
. t

students on task for susfdined-periods of time. This is not possible unless

4
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4

teachers themseves'can stay on task: k.classroom environment that minimizes

distractions is needed. If the teacher is distractimi the'pace of instruction

cannot be maintained. Distractors--eithei.external., as in the case of,loud-

speaker announcements, or internal, as 14 the ease of unruly students-- provide

another focus for'research on human resource management jn basic skills

instruction.

Researchon School Effectiveness

bveral-studies have identified characteristics of elementary schools that

Oster effectiVe basic skillt Instruction for minority Ind socioeconomically

disadvantaged students (Brookover,et al. 1977; Rutter, Maugha? Mortimore,

a

Ouston, and Smith 1979). Edmomds (1979) reviewed, these studies, and concluded,

,A,

that the following factors are positively associates! with school producIpity:

1. Strong administrative leadership by the school

in regard td ins4ugional matters; ,

2. A,school climate conducive to learning, i.e.,

principal, especially

safeand orderly;

- 3. School-wide emphasis on basic skills instruction, which entails

agreement among the professional\stiff that instruction in the
.c?

basic skills is the primary goal of the school;

4. Teacher expectations that students can reach high levels of

achievement; and

5. A system for monitoring and assessing pupil performance that ,is

tied to instructional objectives.

We are struck by the similarities_ 3etween these factors and the situation of

Marva Collins, the-Chicago teacher recently featured by CBS on 60 Minutes. Ms.

1Collins, a black teacher,,teaching only bladk-elementary-age children, was

1,

tz.



pictured as the inspiring successAl teacher,, running her own 35-pupil school' in,
. . .

her. house: By her own admissiop she had- failed as a teacher for the 10 years
__ ,

she had been Working .in theChiagb SChoofs. She quit those schools in disgust.'

0
succeeding

.:

Yet, .the was .with similar children in her own schooi, It is instruc-

'tive tb note "her'new teaching conditidns.
i,
/

A..

. - i
,FirSt, the children were sent by parents who chose her .school and.paid extra

for the privilege. ,SecOnd, the students knew they could b,e expelled'if.their
0 .

4ehavior,dienotMatch,the .teacher's standards. Third, Ms. Collins eliminated
. i

'
.

_. .. .

reCes's;'phySical,educationyind/other '-'extras; she taught these. stu-

dents the basics for 6 h9urs 4 dey,,and,she:assigned eachStudent.homework.,.
. .

Finally', Ms.. Collins did not have to, expend energy, combating the rest of the ,
. ). . . .

. 0
. -- ,

. , . -

regblar school. context Such as bells, annowicements, and attendance sheets.

. . 4
.

Edmonds' five factors and Ms. Collins' application of them impress us as being

quite plausible.il If one wants to improve school productivity, it makes sense
. .

,
. ,

' that One'would need to',institute the conditions specified in Edmonds' list.- Yet
.-- . .

r each item on the list t raises problems for human resource management. For
. , a e. - .

, ..'.,

ex4mple, consider the first item-StroPgAnstructional-leadership.by the
. .

school'principal. What needs to be accomplished in order to help principals

becomelbffective with respect toinstructfonal leadership? Is it a matter of

training? Or a matter of realignfhg the principal's Work responsibilities to
. .

alpw more time to perform this 'function? Research is needed to develop

a knowledge base for improving principals' effectivenets in promoting

school productivity.

Another condition that seems essential, but diffiCult to achieve,, is "school-

wide emphasis op basic skills'instruction." Little is known about the pro-
,

fessional groups who might play a role in'building this copsensus or about how they
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might be managed. Research on the developmental characteHstics of effective
O

schools (how did they get to'be effective?) would be espAcially useful for
.

-,---dealing-with-theSe issues. _

Also, it may prove' difficult to instill high .teacher expectations for
. .

ttUdent achievement. Althdugh research (&i^.oPhy 1979b, Good 1979) has clearly

shown that teacher expectationi*strongly influence student learning, there has,

been little attention given to -understanding how teachers. develop,certilin

levels of expectations. ,Elashoff,-bixon, and Snow .(1971) summarize variables

that could influence teacher 'expectancies?' HoWever;* there,js as yet no.°
k.4 ,

clearly defined and achievable means of assisting teachers'to farm the appro-

priate beliefs and expectancies that would promote optimal student achievement.

Research in thi's area is clearly needed-,

, Summary
i

I ..

The purpose of this section has been to
Jreview

cfiaracteristics.orschool

.- , I.. .
and classroom contexts most often associated with student-attainment of, basic....

. skills.. We have viewed these attributes as the foundation for the creation

of,effective.human resource management strategies. In the following section,

we focus or% the strategies themselves.

4
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JI. The Relationship Between Human Resource Management

\
and Student.Achievement

.._ . _______ . _ N,
' The major focus Of this section is to.discuss how we might best manage

i

human resources to maximize theconditions for effective schooling. We believe p

that the conteitual'factors of schools and clasOooms considered in Section I
L ,

, 1

can be*viewed as mediating variables between human resource manageMent

l )m4...
r---...,_

i

strategies and basic achievement: Figure 2 on the next page showsl
= -

1

`these clusters of factors are positioned in the relationship between human

resource management and student achievemeht. The large box on the left id

Figure 2 includes a range of huMan resource management straiegtes for
.

influgncing school and eassroom practices,

/
We are well aware that some important factors are not represented in our-

` model. Legal decisions, economic forces, community context, and societal,

change are likely to af4ct human resource,mauagement practices and school

productivity in complex ways. A consideration of these factors Is beyond the

scope of this paper. Other groups,in CEPM are currently involved in formulating
=,

research, programs that will .investigate their effects on school productivity

(Keboe, Pierce, ooldschmidt, Bowers,.and Townsend 1981, Lane and Kelly 1981).

We*believthoSd items inder-the:heading "Human Resource Management

Strategies" in Figure 2 (Personnel allocation; Inservice education; Control over

a work decisions; Personnel evaluation; Incentives and rewards; and Professional

associations) are among the most salient factors inflUencing school

effectiveness and most under control of school district and schodl building

educators. Below we explord each of these factors add the research

questions which. may need to be considered under the rubric of human resource

management.

21
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HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Pftsonnel allocation

Inservice education

Co ntrol liver work decisions

Personnel evaluation

0

Incentives and rewards

I

:Profetsional associations

and ,agenc-ies.
$

a
FIGURE 2

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FACTORS

AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP T6t5TUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
-

SCHOOL CONTEXT

. -

Emphasis on basic Allis instruction

High expectations of students

System for monitoring student
performances

School *principal leaderShip

Safe and orderly climate.

A

CLASSROOM CONTEXT

Teacher keeps students on task;
extensive content coverage

Questipns are highly' structured
and can be answered correctly

Immediate, academically-oriented .

tAdback

Whole class or small group
instruction

Teacher-monitors student
pdrformance

.

5

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

IN BASIC SKILLS

v ,
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Personnel Allocation

-We subsunie a number of management processes under this heading: TAese

include personnel selection, assignment of personnel to positions, and pro-

C
s 4

fessicna, role differentiation.

,

,

Personnel Selection. This is the process of screening applicants and
t

hiring new personnel (teachers, teacheraides, principals) into a school system,

or promoting from within. like to know whether variations in personnel

. selection procedures hat' effect on school productivity and whether some

:.
_

selection criteria may resultin the employment of teachers; from a pool of

applicants, who are especially effective in basic..skills instruction.

The search fqr selection criteria that predict personnel productivity seems

a particularly Worthwhile line otiresearch(Schalock 1979)., To a certain

extent, some criteria are implicit in the results of available school produc-
e

, -..

tivity research.- For example,
.

Murnane (1980) reviewed the research literature
t

- st
.

and found that these teacher garacteristics, among others, were positively

correlated with student achievement:

1. The intellectual skills of a teacher, as measured by a verb1

ability test;

-2. The quality of the college that the teacher attended; and

40. The extent to which the'teacher ha§ high expectations for students.
.

These tear characteristics and others might be assessed at the point of
a

screening and hiring by a sciaml system. The question to be answered by

research s whether these characteristics, in fact, predict eduCation

.professionals' eventual productivity in a school system. .

Similar research could be conducted on other education profession groups.

Edmonds.' (1979) list of effective school characteristics, discused in Section
.

-,

i

O
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I, could be redefined to yield criteria for selecting building principals) ,For

example, a selection committee_might assess each candidate's ability to set, up

and maintain a school-wilie system,for assessing student performance. -The

research literature on tutoring can be reviewed to identify possible criteria

,for selecting effective teacher aides for basic instniction.

One can ask how important, personnel selection is(in.determining'tudent

.

achievement. Might not a school system use relaxed selection procedures and

then provide inservice training to obtain the on-the-job performance "I desires

of its education professionals? This seems a reasonable option,.but it

involves high expenditures for inservice education. In atidition, students may'

learn less while educators are being trained on-the-Sob. An analysis of the costs

of each management practice compared-to the, productivity gains of each would

yield a repertoire of cost-effective strategies for personnel selection.

The knowledge base about personnel selection in education is quite small.

This is perhaps due to the need for large numbers of new school Personnel in

'American education until the last five or ten years. The declining studerit

population, combined withigreatly reduced teacher mobility and number of

position openings, have increased the applicant-to-position ratio. This

situation provides greater opportunities for personnel selectioh yesearch

in educatiOn than were previously available.

Position Assignment. Another aspect of personnel allocation is assignment .

of personnel to positions. New\positions occasionally are created in school

systems, and existing positions become vacant. These positions may be filled by

.

25
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employing new peribnnel (see abole), but they also may be filled through re-
.

'assignment of personnel already in.theschool system. We know little about how

decisions are made to create and fill school positions.

It seems reasonable that personnel allocation practices would have
.

an effect on school productivity. For example, the decison to asiign teacher

aides tb classes with low-achieving or handicapped students may result in

improved classrdbm productivity. The transfer of an ineffective teacher from

one school 'to another may result in lowered achievement for the class to which

that teacher is assigned. >This phenomenon is illustrated by4the recent

experiences of the San Francisco School District in Hunters Point, a black

ghetto in a rundown section of San Francisco (Hardy 1981). Even after several
A

years-of improvement efforts, students in th 'elementary schools there have very

low test scores. Among the,reasons given are the following: .-

Teachers haphazardly 'sSigned. Most come off the layoff list,

and are not hired because of
-
a special sensitivity to the needs

of low-income, low-achieving minority students.

2. 'High - teacher turnover in the schools.

3. Tegcher aides in every classroom. Federal regulations require

that parents and community residents be-hired as aides. Most of the

aides do not have high school diplomas and scene still have dfffi-

culty speaking English." (pp. Al, A4-5).

It is hard 'A believe that'these occurrences do not have an eff ect on school

Productivity. We need to knuw the prevalence of such conditions, and whether a

more rational set of personnel allocation practices might improve school

productivity.,

We think that personnel allocation involves two basic types of decisions.

j
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First there are decisions ibout how many positions to assign to certain school or

classroom tasks. A teacher may have no aides available, or one; or two. A

sbhool may operate with or without resource specialists and vice principals.

The. question that needsto be asked is whether or not additional positions

within the school structure, above the usual quota of clasSroom teachers, have

any\effect on student outcomes. The use of aides, resource teachers, peer

tutors and school Counselors is assumed to benefit students, although there is

- very little hard'evidence to support these claims. Explicit data are available

to substantiate the use of, peer tutors '(Ehley and Larson 1980; Lippitt and Lohman

1965), and some'data are available to support the use of teacher aides (Conant

1971.) Research on the contributions of resource teachers-and school

counselors, however,iii very difficult to find. -

Y c ,The second type of debision concerns which personnel to assign to school

tasks. Deployment of teachers may affect the quality of resources available

to a particular group of students; even though the quantity of resources

0. remains constant across groups. Murnane (1980, p. 14) has suggested that
\

between-school variations in such resource factors as.physical facilities,

class size, curricula, and instructional strategies may-affect the process by

which certain'teachers are allocated to particular schools.

The most modest kind of resource allocation, then, is to assign to each

classroom personnel who are at least minimally qualified to teach. More

sophisticated resource allocation strategies'involvd systematically deploying

personnel, based on their.qualifications, to particular assignments.

0

1
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Role Differentiation. The way in which education professionals fill

instructional and administrative roles constitutes another set of

options in persqpneltallocation. For example, the practice of having one

elementary teacher provide instruction in all subjects within one classroom

may be effective in some settings, but it may be maladaptive in others,

especially in settings that contain large numbers of low- achieving students.
S IA

Also, in some settings it may be unreasonable to expect the eCgOl
dn.

principal to both exert instructional leadership and perform general admini-

strative functions. These functions may best be assigned to.diffenent

personnel, or handled through appropriate support services.

.fin sum, personnel selection, assignment, and role differentiation.

are Wetint faetoi's in personnel allbcatibn.., From our analysis, the definitive

question that ernerges is, ff schbol administrators were to make a concerted

effort to improve the basic skill- achievement of low-performing students,

what options. should they exercise in p rsonnel selection, personnel alloca-

tion, and role differentation? The nowledge needed to answer
_

intelligently does not exist. Aresearch program on personnel

the education professions would, be highly desirable. ReSearch
t

this question

allocation in

that has been

_ completed an personnel selection and related_ problems in other profession,

(Dunnette 1976) may provide useful insights for guiding such a program.

Inservice Education

As we stated earlier, we distinguish the school as a unit from either

the school district or the classroom. The school unit is an important context for
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a consideration of schooling effectiveness. For example, the collection of-

attributes such as school-wide rules of discipline,' high teacher expectations

for pupils, homework assignments, and high academically engaged time reveals

an important strubtural.theme: namely, that schools are social.institUtions--
. .

collectives of professionals and students. In more effective schools, students

and staff engage in particular behaviors and create i set of norms, values,

rules, and expectations which are, different from those created in less_effective

schools. Even if we were ,to assume identical and optill presery -ice education

programs for teachers and administrators, some schools are more effective social

entities as aresult,,of a special 'combination of tec hnically competent

professionals who arrange and order .school ttfe differently-than-do-others:

Although the research has begun to identify the attributes of these more

effective schools, research needs to be conducted on how such conditions
c)

are indeed created. What are the most effective ways for.esteblishing

school-wide professional agreements regarding discipline or homework policy?

How does one go about creating common teacher expectations for students within

a school?

We believe that inservice education is a necessary and vital factor in the

school effectiveness effort not only because most educational professionals

already hold positions, but also because the need for inservice is an inherent

condition of school life. To study conditions correlated with more effec-

tive schools, it is necessary to analyze the inserviceemission on two levels.

First, effective inservice will require strategies for reaching agreement at

the school building level on such topics as goals, expectations, and discipline.

These strategieschaVe not yet been identified. We need research that more

accurately describes successful school-wide programs aimed at achieving

professional consensu$

2n N
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Second, inservice must be undertaken concurrently with,these programs

to help indiViduals or clusters of teachers within the school whose individual

skill levels need to be.enhanced. It would.do little goodfor an inservice.

program to successfully achieve school-wide teacher and administrator agreement

on particular rules, norms, behaviors, and curricula if, in fact, teachers

were incapable of appropriately implementing such agreement, materials, or

strategies.

Classroom Inservice. For inservice education to effect the implementation

of pol.ky on basic. skills instruction, we must know now inservice education
4

affects teacher productivity. The present knowledge base is weak. Previous

4- research on tncervice education has focused mostly on descriptions of isolated,

individual inservice :programs and their immediate effects on teacher knoWledge

and attitudes (Joyce and Showers 1981). Very few studies have examined the

possible links between inservice education and enhanced teacher productivity
vs

even though such links provide the ultimate justification for devoting school

system resources to inservice education. Furthermore, to our knowledge, there

are no studies that have explored the interconnections between the inservice

experiences of individual teachers over a specified time frame. It is possible

that some experiences haye the capacity, to enhance teacher productivity,-tut

are cancelled out by other distracti'ng experiences that channel the teacher

away frail efforts to change his or her behavior with respect to basic

skill instruction. What, for example, is the relationship between individual

teacher- initiated inservfce and school-wide inservice programs?

Fortunately, there.i0 small but growing number of.studies that have

investigated, through controlled experimentation, the effects of inservice edu-

30
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cation on teacher productivity--defined as capability to bring about improvements.

in student performance and achievement. These studies are recent; most of them

were completed in the last 5 yiars. In each study:a grsup.of teachers received

the experimental inservice training while a control_grbup,of teachers continued

their regular activities. Following the training phase, researchers observed

the students of both groups over a period of time to determine training effects

on the students' classroom performance and/or.achiemement.

Fddr.of these experiments were reviewed by Gage (1980) in a paper entitled

"The Causal Connections Underlying Teacher Education." The experiments involved

T:=10ther basic skills. instruction in reading (Anderson, Everston and Brophy 1979);

.-or in mathematics (Crawford .et al. 1979, Good and Grouws 1979). In each
,

experiment the ,.content of the inservice program was,a set of3instructional tech-
.

, 'cliques which, in previous research, hadibeen found, to correlate with

measures of student 'achievement. FOrexample, in Good andiGroLiwiststudy,

the instructional techniques taught to the experimental group were derived

from earlier correlational research in which the instructional behavior of
C

teachers wHo were consistently effective or ineffective in obtaining stu-

dentachievement results was compared (Good et al. 1977).

The teaching methods identified by Good and Grouws (1979) illustrate

the kinds of content that arse effective in inservice education with respect

to-basic skills .instruction. Rosenshine (1976) has also comkiled a useful

synthesis of effective methods. A common theme of these techniques.isthat

they keep students on task and require teachers to remain engaged in instruc-

tion throughout the time allocated for math and reading lessons. Both of

these elements were found to be correlated with student achievement in ine

BeginningeTeacher Evaluation Study, a recent large-scale research project

(Denham and Lieberman 1980).



In summary, the evidence-from the experiments, reviewed aboye strongly
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suggests that inservice education with a content focus on instructional-tech-

niques validated against basic skills achievement criteria, is more\lilcely to

enhance teacher productivity than inservice education with a different content

focus. Furthermore, it may be that the effects of "basic skills" inservice

cation will be cancelled out if the teacher is distracted by receiving other

inservice content during-a giveh time period. For example; Stallings and

Kaskowitz (1974) found that amount of classroom time, spent on activities other

than basic skills was negatively correlated with student achievement in

basic skills. Stallings.and Kaskowitz studied young children, but the

principle that presentation of competing content within a fixed time

frame lowers certain achievement outcomes, may also apply to adult learners,

such as inservice teachers.

Of the various processes that have been used in inservice education, the

skill-training method appears to be the most generally-effective and best

--researched (Borg, Kelley, Langer and Gall 1969, Peck and Tucker 1973): The

process of skill-training includeS these steps: the teacher is trained to

discriminate among the various instructional skills to be learned' the teacher
O

observes models who,demonstrate the skills; the teacher practices the skills

under simplified or otherwise controlled conditions, and the teacher is evaluated

on his or her performance of the skills. There is some evidence Winzing

and Klinzing-Eurich 1981) that several °repetitions of the model-practice-

evaluation cycle may be necessary before significant behayior change

occurs. The skill-training model, is sometimes used in inservice education, but

'lectures, workshops, demonstrattions, simulations, Odreading are probably more

prevalent
%
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Reports of the fourexperiments described above do not provide much detail

about the training procedures that were used. Fairly simple training processes

apparently were used in three of the experiments,-but the Stallings experiment

used an extended, elaborate'process employing each elgment of the skill-training

model. These studies raise the question of the relative contribution of inter-

vice'cdntent and inservice process to teacher productivity. The experiments do.

not permit a,clear answer to this questioh, but a recent experiment by Coladarci

and Gage (1981) found thot content alone is not sufficient to affect student

.achievement in the-basic skills. They simply mailed to teachers a set of pamph-
,_.

lets describing instructional techniques similar to those used in the four

experiments. Students of these teachers did not,differ in achievement from stuz,

dents of teachers who did not receive the pamphlets.

Implementation of New Skills. Another'source of research knowledgeor

building a model of the causal links between inservice education and teacher

productivity is the literature on curriculum and instruction implementation.

Even if a teacher acquires a new set of instructional skills as a result of
,

Inservice-education, heor she will not, necessarily use the skills in

practice. Thus, implementation of inservice training is an important

factor in its own right. It seems reasonable to believe that factors .

which 4nfluence implementation will also influence. teacher oduc-
,

tivity.'

The available research on implementation was" reviewed by Fullan and Pomfret

(1977). Of particular interest to us is Fullan and Pomfret's conclusion, based

primarily onthe Rand studies of educational change {Berman Pauly 1975),

that "intensive in-service training (as distinct from single workshops or pre-
. y

service training) is an important strategy for implementation" (p.. 37). It .

-seems reasonable that "one shot" inservice education will have less effect,oQ

c.
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teacher productivity than continuous inservice education that includes moni

toring andmaintenance. Monitoring requires continued observation of

teacher and student performance to insure that behavior changes as a result of

. an inservice program are maintained at an appropriate level. Maintenance

involves procedures for retraining teachers if classroom performance falls below

an appropriate level... .
'

A recent analysis.by Joyce and'Showers (1981) reinforces the above findings.

After an extensive analysis of over 200 studies of inservice, Joyce and.Showers

argue that'(a) there is a clear distinction betWeen simply "fine tuning" present

skills,and mastering new teaching strategie's or models of teaching, and that

(b) the impact of most inservice training is negligible beiond the teacher's

acquisition of new knowledge Or attitudes. They maintain that to create a

new 'behavior repertoire actually used in a regular classroom setting,

---ihservice programs must furnish extensive treatment not normally provided in

such settings. Moreover, they conclude that effective inservice training (,which

results in the appropriate use of the learned skill after training)^' requires

ample opportunity for (a) acquisition of theory, (bYviewing of models and

demonstrations,,(c) practice and evaluation in simulated classroom conditions,

and (d) coaching under normal classroom conditions until the skill or model

is fully integrated into the teacher's repertoire.

Research is-needed to observe and describe the dimensions of inservice

educationas experienced .by the individual teacher. Most previous research
.

on inservice education a
,

focused on particular programs and on collapsed

)individual teacher 4 'to yield group means. Thus, we know very little

about the amounts and kinds of inservice education received by individual

teachers over specifiedtime periods and about the cumulative,effects of

inservice education on a teacher's productivity.

st
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School-level inservice. Joyce.(1981) suggests an ecological perspec-

tive, which returns us to our concern for school-level inservice. This

demands that certain conditions must be present. First, the school must

become a problem-solving unit in which faculty and administration are working

. together-to improve the school and to bbild an environment which is oriented

b;
toward professional growth. School improvement and an orientation toward

professional growthmust be integrated. That is, there must be a school-wide .

set of norms that ;favor in-service education. Second, the school needs
-

to be characterizes by integrated governance. Teachers, administrators, and

Community members need to be brought together to examine the school, select

directions for improvement, look at the growth environment for the professionals

in the schobls, and make decisions about how.to make, needed changes.

Joyce, further hypothesizes that the above conditions for inservice can

only survive in an environment that nurtures this type of problem solving

.and integrated governance. The nurturing environment would be one in which

prcfessioaals shire ideasnot only verbally but also through, observation,

peer coaching, and demonstra0on. Administrators and teachersmight, engage
4.7

in clinical supervision. Critical to these activities is the fact that they

must. all be explicity related to school. improvement; which for our agenda

would mean school-wide basic skills improvement.

A Model of the
)
Effects of Inservice Education. Figure 3 on the next

page presents a causal model of the effects of inservice education on teacher

productivity. Each of our hypothesized links between inservice education and

teacher productivity, based on a review of literature, is represented in the

model. The elements of resrArcetexpenditures and teachers' perceived involve-

Ls 0



FIGURE 3

MODEL OF THE EFFECTS OF INSERVICE EDUCATION ON TEACHER PRODUCTIVITY

IN BASIC SKILLS°INSTRUCTION

POLICY DETERMINANTS

1. Resources mended by in-
' service a4ministrators

2. Commitment to basic-skills
instruction and a skill -

ti

model by
inservice admiOstrators

3. Incentives provided by
inservice administrators

TEACHER' PERCEPTIONS

4. Perception of inservice agent as
credible.and competent

5. Perception-of inservice progilm
as valuable

6. Perception of lack of constraints
on participation

7. Pekeption of involvement in
governance process

TEACHER PRODUCTIVITY--

Teacher Classroom Student
Performance Achievement

INSERVICE ACTIVITIES

8. Research-validated content focused
on basic skills

9. Skill training model
10. Content-interfaces with teacher's

actual situation
11. Monitoring of teacher performance
12. Maintenance of inservice effects
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ment in governance are also represented, although we currently take a neutral

position about their. effects On teacher productivity,.

The descriptive-correlational-experimental loop described by Rosenshine

and,Furst (1973) has proved to be .a fruitful, paradigm for teacher effectiveness

research over the past decade or so. First, descriptive research identifies

and measures variables that represent possibly significant aspects of teacher
.

-.

behavior in the classroom. In the correlational phase of the loop, these

teacher viriahles are correlated with measures of student achievement. Sig...,

nificant correlations are then checked for causality through controlled

.experimentation, the final .phase of the loop.

We believe that the same sequence of description-correlation-experimen-

tation can be used to identify elembnts of inservice education that lead to

increases in teacher prOductivity. At this point there- is very little

knowledge'about the frequency with which the variables represented in our

model (Figure 3) occur in the actual.practice of inservice education. In-

grvice education is predominantlydescribed at the program level rather

than from the perspective of the individual teacher. Beyond this gap in

knowledge, there is even Tess certainty about how to measure the variables.

The model in Figure 3 suggests relationships among the three areas of

inservice:activities, teacher perceptions, and policy determinants. Central

to our concern is research that helps one understand how each of these areas

relates to teacher productivity and, ultimately, to student achievement.

we list below some examples of research needed under each area.

Inservice Activities:
1

1. To define variables related to the content, training process, content

interface, and monitoring/maintenance found in inservice practice.

To developmeasures of these variables.
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To describe the range of content, training processes, content

interface, and monitoring /maintenance that individual teachers receive.

What are typical patterns-i-and what is the extent of variability among

teachert

3. To determine.tHe percentage of individual teachers' inservice

'experiences that is focused on basic skills instructionand a skill-

training model. To, what extent do the other contend and training

processes interfere with orksupport, training in basic skills
.

instruction?

. To determine the relationship between variations in teachers' inservice

experiences and their perceptions of its effects on'personal

productivity.

Teachers'Perceptions: -

5. To define variables related to teacher perceptions of inservice agents

(credibility and competence), inservice activities valued by teachers,

constraints on participation, and involvement in governance. To

develop measures of these variables.

6. To determine the relationship"between teacher perceptions and their

participation in inservice activities varying in content and training

processes. Are they generally more positive about and involved in

certain types of inservice activities than other types?

7. To determine the
0
relationship between teacher perceptions of

inservice experiencesand instructionaleffeCtiveness.
.

8. To describe teachers".rationales for selectingvoluntary inservice

activities.

nlicy Determinants:

9. To.define variables'related to resource expenditures, incentives, and
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commitment to basic ski11, instruction. To develop measures of these

variables.

10. To describe the range of resource expenditures, incentives, and extent

of commitment to inservice education in basic skills instruction and a,

skill training model by'inservice administrators. What are typical

patterns, and what is the extent of variability among teachers?

11. To determine the relationship between inservice administrators'

commitment to inservice education in basic skills instruction and the

actual content and training processes received by teachers.

12. To describe inservice administrators' rationale for resource expdndi:-

tures and selection of inservice content, training processes, and

incentives.

13. To develop management techniques to encourage teachers tO participate

in and construct inservice programs that enhance basic skills

achievement.

Control Over Work Decisions'

Power and control in work settings may be formally allocated or informally

assuthed. For instance, school teachers are formally charged the control of

students in their classrooms and principals are formally assigned authority over
9

the personnel in their buildings and are expected to assume a role of instruc

tional leadership. Yet, in reality,teachers have traditionally felt that they

hive a relatively high amount of autonomy and influen6e in decisions made about

instructional issues related to the classroom (Pellegrin 1976). Although ,

'schools are ofn characterized as bureaucracies (e.g., Katz 1975, Tyack 1974Y,.

this characterization should ot be overemphasized (Dreeben 1973, Pellegrin

1976). In 'fact, teachers possess a good. deal of discretion in their' everyday

40 I
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decisions and the extent of bdreaucratic control over teachers is relatively

slight. Even though principals Ultimately have authority over classrooms,

teacher' retain considerable actual control over behavior behind tneir

classroom doors:

Tfle tyriical 'pattern of administrative control is termed "loose coupling"

04eick l9a). The school effects literature reviewed above suggests that

',greater student achievement gains occur when a principal is a strong

instructional leader. Yet, teachers have traditionally had extensive

.autonothy in the instructional realm and in decisions regarding curricula

used within their Own classrooms. The push to maximize student ichievement may

'dictate greater administrative control over classroom instructional practices.

This in turn may threaten teachers in the exercise of authority within their

classrooms. Given the increasing concern of teachers' groups with autonomy

and control rover. work life (to be discussed below), these conflicting in-

tereits and the resultant tensions may prove to be an imPortant area for

research.

Although teachers tisually have considerable authority over decisions

directly related to their classrooms, they have relatively little influence

on dRciions regarding the allocation and utilization of resources within a

school or district. These decisions are usually made by principals and more

often by upper-level admintstrators and powerful school board members.

Little formal decision making is actually delegated to teachers.

In recent years some authors, influenced by the literature on democracy in

the workplace'(e.g., Braverman 1974),,have suggested that teachers would be

more effective if they were involved in the actual governance of schools.

4
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Research indicates that teachers recognize more benefits than costs arising from

participation in goveMhce decisions. They believe, however, that they would

have relatively little real influence on decisions, and so most teachers are

hesitant to become involved (Duke, Showers and Imber 1980). Interestingly

enough, teachers seem more likely to believe that they can actually influence

school decisions when they work in a more highly bureaucratized setting.

Clearer lines of authority and power may serve to make an organization more

predictable, orderly, and understandable. These conditions apparently enhance

individuals' feelings that they can affect the workings of that organization

(Moeller 1964).

Future collective bargaining aareements may include more provisions for

teacher participation in governance. It.could be important to examine the

extent to which these provisions are actually implemented, given the long tradi-

tion that has reserved decisions regarding resource allocation and utilization

to higher administrative levels. It will also be important to examine the
Ogg

effect of participation in governance on teacher morale, work.productivity, and

the achievement of students. Collective bargaining and its relationship to

teacher productivity will-be discussed more fully later in this section.

Personnel Evaluation

Personnel evaluation is considered an important management' tool for

improving or maintaining school' effectiveness. Millman (1981) has identified

two major functions of personnel evaluation, with specific reference to the eva-

illation of teachers:

Formative teacher evaluation helps teachers improve their performance
by providing data, judgments, and suggestions that have implications
for what to teach and how. On the other hand, summative teacher
evaluation serves administrative decision making with respect to hiring
and firing, promotion and tenure, assignments, and salary. (p. 13)

Either use of personnel evaluation -- formative or summative--has the potential
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to improve school productivity. What is not known, though, is how to opera-

tionalize'these functions of evaluation`io they are acceptable to all interested

parties (administrators,.teachers, parents, and school boards; nor is it

understood how to design syttems of personnel evaluation to achieve a clear

linkages between (a) the. evaluative process, (Wstudent achievement of basic

skills, and (c) other personnel management strategies, such as inservice educa-

tfon and provision of rewards and.sanctions.

Ideas are not lacking about criteria of personnel performance; measures of

performance, and design of evaluation systems, as evidenced by the recently

published Handbook of Teacher Evaluation (Millman' 1981)., Yet most of the ideas

are problematic. For example, the use of measures of student achievement gain

has been proposed as a criterion of teacher effectiveness. In this approach,

teachers, and conceivably other'eduction professionals,would be judged by how

well their students scored on tests of basic skills. . This approach has been

tried in thejpalt-(for example, as part of the accountability movement of the

1970s), At: it never achieved widespread acceptance, and in the case of Britiih

education in the Victorian era, it had disastrous consequences:

In this system, teachers were. paid in terms of their effectiveness,
and the effectiveness of teachers was determined through school inspectors
administering tests to pupils near the end of the school year.... The
system corrupted the entire educational-program, for schools became
places where pupils cRammed for examinations. (Travers 1981, p. 17)

Still, the use of pupil *achievement criteria in personnel evaluation is .

appealing,and'in fact seems essentialif one accepts the premise that one goal of

schooling is to promote basic skill achievement. A challenge for research is to

determine whether a personnel evaluation system that includes pupil achievement

criteria, without the side-effect of teaching-to-the-test,can be designed and

validated.
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The literature appears to agree that personnel evaluation will

be ineffective unless the educatiomprofessionals being evaluated are

i1 nvolvedin the design and execution of the, evaluation system. Evaluation"

objectives are a particularly critical area of negoiation. In clinical

.supervision,,which is used in some school systems for formative evaluation,

teachers are heavily involved in the formulation. of objectives for personal

improvement. Yet Iwanicki (1981) Observed, "In settings in which personal needs

received priority in developing performance objectives, teachers have tended to

be satisfied with their professiOnal growth, but appreciable changes in the

overall quality of the educational program havel'Abt been observed" (p. 205). On
o

the other hand, personnel evaluation systems based on objectives established by

central management have encountered different sorts of problems. For example,

teachers have resisted theuse of evaluation systems based on a management -by-

objectives approach, in which priority objectives are set for the organization

and its subunits through a review of the missions, purpose, and long-range goals

of the organization (Iwanicki 1981, pp. 204-205).

Research is needed to determine how objectives of personnel evaluation

become established and how congruence between the objectives of education pro-

fessionals and the objectives.of school systems can be achieved. In a sense,

this issue. is related to one that we raised earlier in the paper. Research

suggests that a characteristic.of effective schools is the presence of

"agreement among the professional staff that instruction in the basic skills is

. the primary goal of the school," but little is known about how such agreement

develops and becomes established over time.

Another important issue in personnel evaluation concerns 'assigning

responsibility for student learning. Teachers tend to be evaluated as if they

were the primary agent responsible for student achievement, yet we know that many

4i
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factors beyond the teacher's immediate control impedeor facilitate teacher

- , performanc.. McKenna (1981) described the problem as follows:

- Teacher evaluation must be considered in the context of community
characteristics, resources, and'effort for schooling, in the context of
the total school systeth.climate and organizational arrangements, in the
context of the way in which the school unit and its leadership.function,.
in the context of the time, human, and material resources and autonomy
provided the classroom teacher, and in the context of the characteristics
of the students themselves: .(p. 36)

,

Research is needed to determine the implicatibns-of4this,:view for the design of

personnel evaluation. It may be that personnel evaluation needs to be coor-

dinated with evaluation of school level effectiveness, focusing on factors asso-

ciated with school productivity that were identified in Section I.. Theoretical

work on personnel evaluation in an organzational context (Dornbusch and Scott

1975) may provide a useful basis for designing research on this problem. --4k.

Ihcentives and Rewards tz

'It is a well recognized psychological tenet that individuals perform at "\\

their best when'they are rewarded for their achievements. If we are concerned
.

with designing work situations that maximize the productivity of students and

'\.
teachers,it'is imp rtant then to

.

consider the types of incentives and rewards

that will be most efective.
.1 .

Incentives come from at least two sources: external (orders from superiors,
ti

legal mandates, political influences, economic constraints) and internal

(personal values and professjonal Lortie (1975) reported two surveys

indicating that teachers are motivated primarily by/intrinsic factors. In one

survey, teachers listed psychic rewards at least sixtimes more often than any

other type when describing their source of work satisfaction. Lortier,

observed that "teachers consider the classroom as the major. arena for the

receipt of psychic rewards.... Other sources of sattsfaCtion...palein coM-

0
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parison With teachers' exchanges with students and the feeling that students

have learned" (pp. 104, 106). Several factors contribute to or.detract from the

potency of these Ancentives. Pincus-(1974) noted three factors (bureaucratic

safety, external' pressure, and,approval of peer elites) and Glaser and Ross

(1971). cited five (organizational attitudes and.structures that support change,

clarity of goal structures, professionalism, reasonable organizational autonomy

. from pressure groups, and feW strong-vested interests in maintaining the status

quo)

One obvious and relatively inexpensive external incentive is that of posi-

tive Verbal reinforcement, the type commonly given to students when they perform

well. It has been suggested that verbal reinforcement may also promate

greater achievement in teachers (Reyes 1981). Currently teacherS receive

increases in pay when they attend school or receive'additional degrees.
1

It may also'be possible to 'reward exceptionally good teachers (as measured

by the achievement of their students) with increases in ley or one-time merit

awards of money (Casey 1979), although such programs involve many complex

probleMs (Educational Research Service 1979, McDowell 1973, Meyer 1975).

In addition,"-iiOgh be possible to provide incentives and rewards
1,

-on the schoo level, The Dade County (Florida) school system made allocation

of additional funds to individual schools contingent on demonstrated savings

in equipment and maintenance budgets as well as in payments to substitutes

(Cooper, Dreyfuts, and Boekhoff 1980). Preliminary indications are that the

system is attractive to teachers and that large savings have been realized

and returned to the schools. Such school-based incentives could conceivably

be extended to the areas of achievement, so that teachers and students who

showed the greatest gains in achievement might be rewarded. .We -see

a need fOr research which focuses on developing successful incentives'

and rewards for both students and teachers.

46,
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-Although external incentives may be necessary in the early stages of school

improvement efforts,Internal motivation' is probably essential for successful

implementation and incorporation of these efforts. Sometimes actual internal

motives are concealed in an effort to conform to the expectations-obscured

by espoused goals of external motivators (Argfriand,Schon 1974). For

example, offers to change practices fn return for federal' funds are often

not acconanfed by strong motivation to make significant changes. Berman

and McLaughlin (1975) found frequent examples of.noPportunistic",distriets

that claimed to be willing to undergo change when, in fact, their true

motivation was to obtain additional funds to maintain traditional district

services. °Organizations with few or inconsequential incentives related to

student'achievement may have difficultPmotivating faculty to expend the

considerable effort needed to increase strident achievement or reach other

goals (cf., Wyant 1980).

Profeisiohal Associations--and Agendies

There exists in.public education a variety Of formal and informal

professional associations and agencies that indirectly affect instructional

enhandement strategies. These include, for example, teacher and administrator'

associations and unions, subject matter' associations National Council

for the Social Studies and itSceitate and local affiliates), educational

41onoraries, leacher education institutions, state departments of education,,

regional and state accrediting and licensing agencies, teacher centers, and

the more infbrinal teacher and administrator collegial associations Within a

school building or district. Several examples may be useful in illustrating

these indirect influences. We have selected state licensing; collective

bargaining and teacher centers for discussion here.
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State Licensing. 'State-certification agencies mand te teacher certi- .

fication requirements at both the preservice and insery ce revels, usually in

the form of specified credit hours or courses. Ope que tion that needs to be

addressed is to what degree such certification requirements interfere with the

training required by teachers for effective instruction in the basic skills.

The State of Oregon, for example, recently required that all teachers obtain

the equivalent of a Red Cross first aid-4certificate and 1:14an exam on t

federal, and state anti-discrimination laws. The state also recently required

v secondary teachers preseptly teaching in junior .high schools to meet-a new

set of standards if their schools become middle schools. The necessity for
_ _

such requirements need not be debated here. To what deree, however, do such

° externally imposed requirements make it more difficult to engage teachers in

-

instructional improvement at the school district or building level? External

edicts may:work-at cross purposes to strategies for increasing school

.*effectiveness and need to be.investigated.

''Collective Bargaining. An increasing body of literature suggests that

colleCtive bargaining greatly influences school organizations and the work

behaviors of education professionals. Although these studies begin to give

insight into how collective bargaining affects the interactional and

organizational practices of schools, they have not yet-examined a key area

. of interest, enhancing student achievement. It is important then to consider

how changes resulting from collective bargaining may influence, either

directly or indirectly, school and crassroom environments that increase

student achievement.



Some positive gains have been noted from collective bardiining. The

economic gains to teachers have been relatively slight (Garms, Guthrie,

and Pierce 1978). However, bargaining has probably increased teacher

participation in decision making and improvement of working conditions,

such as in the hiring of aides (Perry 1979). On the other hand, an in-depth study

of the effects of collective bargaining in eight districts in two states indica-

tes an almost accidental redefinition of teachers' roles and responsibilities.

Mitchell, Kerchner, Erck, and Pryor (1981) suggest that contract clauses that

separate regular and "extra duty" work result in classroom work being given "a

decidedly i'educed priority" in teachers' work agendas (p. 157). Specialized .

.teachers, such as those responsible for remedial4nstruction, appear to be

ignored both by teacher and management representatives in the bargaining

process, and the importance of their role is minimized. 'In addition, Mitchell

and his associates observed long periods of teacher unrest And poor

work performance as a reaction to periodic problems in the labor negotiation

process. Thus, although collective bargaining may produce somewhat better

learning conditions such as providing support services, informal and apparently

unanticipated by- products of the bargaining process may include strict attendance

to work hours, less support for specialized personnel, and actual work

slowdowns.

Research is needed on the extent of these unintended by-products of collec-

tive bargaining and their specific influence on the conditions needed for effec-

tive schooling. For instance, we could ask if some contract items are more con-

ducive to the development of effective learning situations than others.

What is the influence of items and,policies related to class size, extra duties,

49.
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and transfer on student achievement? We could also ask what impact decreasing,

attention to special teachers will have on the achievement of students with

learning problems, especially those who may already suffer from educational

inequities. Finally, we could ask how the stresses and tensions associated

with the collective bargaining process (Vys'kocil and Goens 1979) affect such

factors as attention to work, staff.interactions, and expectations for

student performance.

Collective bargainin, usually involves direct contact between teacher

representatives, and the representatives of administrators and the school board.

Principals and other middle managers.are usually excludod from the negotiation

process, even though the greatest burden of fulfillinl .:ontract obligations

frequently falls at the building level. Building principals often lose some

authority as a result of bargainins. agreements and feel pressured to he more

"careful" in their relatfonshipt with teachers. At the same time, Principals

may be given new specific supervisory respOnsibilities over teachers and are

still charged with maintining a smoothly operating building (Johnson 1981a,

Mitchell et al. 1981). Jo(;son (1981a,' 1981b) notes wide variaiipn

in the enforcement of contract provisions from one school to another within

districts. The relative enforOment of a,contract clause appears to

influenced by the nature of theOlause tnvolved and its importance to the V

teachers, but especially by th6 leadership style of the principal. Some

principals are apparently. much more effective than others in persuading teach-

ers to perform extra duties voluntarily by stressing the interdependent

'characteristics of the school organization and/tbilding on teachers' concerns

about student achievement and teachers' ambivalence regarding collective

bargaining.

_JO
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Research could focus on identifying management practices that protect

teachers' rights while maximizing the provision of effective learning environ-

mentS for Children. For instance, are there ways tht'building principals can

minimize_ teacher stress and its effect on classroom work during times of
ti

contract negotiation? Or, given the constraints of bargaining agreements,

how may principals work with teachers to develop environments that encourage

student achievement.as a top priority?

Mitchell and his associate (1981) describe variations in tile collective

bargaining process from one district to another and suggest that districts

move through three typical stages as collective bargaining becomes

established. Labor relations begin in a pre-bargaining stage, when teachers

and administrators confer about common educational problems and teachers

are recogdized as "professional or quasi-professional employees." The

contractual stage is characterized by a "good faith" bargaining style

typical of the private sector. In this second stage, teachers and management

are more differentiated. The teacher is seen as a quasi-professional or "worker."

Mitchell and associates find some evidence that this second stage, which is

perhaps most common in school districts today, may be altered by the political

concerns of citizen groups evaluating the quality of teachers' work.

A third type of collective bargaining has appeared in some districts where

the views of parties other than labor and management, such as parents, are

included in the bargaining process. They suggest that there is also a re-

recognition of teachers' "unique insights into the learning problems of

children and the operational problems of schools" (p. 183). However,

close monitoring of teacher performance is still negotiated as part of the

labor agreement.

We may ask then if the inclusion in the negotiation process of the

interests of parents and others outside the schools affects the development

5.
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of effective learning environments. We may also ask how the different
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perceptions of teachers' professional roles from one Nstage of the collective

bargaining process to another affects teachers' commitment to and success in pro.

viding effective learning environments. Finally, what types of supervision and

monitoring capacities as defined in collective bargaining, agreements are most

ieffective in promoting student achievement?

Teacher Centers. A quite different type of professional association is

that of the teacher' center. Born in the wake of the British teacher center

movement of the 701% locally-funded enters and feaeral teacher center'

legislation in 1978 have institutionalized the collaboration of professional's.

Such programs are worth studying. For example, the federal .program mandates

a governance system for inservice that requires teacher control as wellas

collaboration of the teacher, administrator, higher education, and community

constituent groups.

As noted by Mertens and,Yarger (1981), it is at the policy board level

that some of the most significant organizational developments have been
ti

considered. Policy boards, which govern teacher centers, are required to

have a teacher, majority in addition to representatives of district admini-'

strations'and institutions of higher education: "The teacher center

policy board provided a new forum far collaboration"*(Mertens and Yarger

1981, p. 157).

Informal organization among teachers is an implicit goal of teacher

centers. In an effort to balance the solitary nature of teaching, this

interest. in linking teachers who have similar needs or interests is chara-
.

cteristic of all teacher centers. It is accomplished locally through study

and discussion groups supported by the local center. Nationally, collabora-'

tion is fostered by organizations like Teacher Center Exchange and by regional

52
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Center Program.
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Teach4 centers as organizations hare a unique, if fragile, opportunity

td establish or promote norms ammIg theirteaCherTclients. Gived their

increasing credibility among teachers. and their relative distance from the

tensions of collective bargaining, centers have the opportunity to introduce

innovation which, from any other source would be suspect. For example,

when findings of recent research originate from the school administration,

teachers are, prone to question the underlying Motives; if from the university,

teachers doubt the validity of the context; if from teacher associations, the

choice of research Ls seen as self-serving. But teacher centers may be able,

to introduce such findings relatively free.of suspicion.

We believe a fruitful area of research would be to investigate the
1

role(s) of teacher centers as complementing and/or initiating agencies in

promoting more effective schlols. The inherent, collaborative policy board

. of federally-sponsored teacher centers may serve as a model for instructional

4
eoaancement at the school leiel. At the same time, the existence of such

autonomous units may pose a Oreat.to school systems eager to "control"

t.

human resources.

O
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Conclusion

Basic skills and equity have been identified once again as priority goals

of schooling. We find evidence of consensus concerning these goals at,all

levels of education--in schools, districts, state departments, and the

- federal government. However, although consensus exists, it cannot be

taken for granted.. Even when educators agree on basic skills ins.teuctiori

and equity in general, they may disagree on the particulars--teaching

practices, standards, content; maierials, and assessment. Also, consensus

is not universal. Some educators, for example, disown principles of direct

instruction. Moreover, new curriculum priorities are continually proposed:

f.;

At*least some of these new priorities distract from the effort to improve

equity and basic skill achievement. Given these probleths, we empha size the

need for research to improve our understanding of how education professionals

organ)ze and alter their perceptions to reach consensus on equity and basic

skills instruction. The need for this research is reinforced by thestudies

discussed earlier in the paper, indicating that consensus on basic skills
t

outcomes is a characteristic of effective schools.

Our review of the literature has revealed a potent knowledge base about

the conditions of schooling that facilitate basic skills achievement. This

new knowledge, most of it developed within the last 5 years orso, is consistent

with-common sense and intuitive notions about e#ficthe instruction. We

should keep in mind, however; that the available knowledge'is largely derjved **

from correlational research. We advise exploring L.,a policy implications.

of this research, at the same time remaining. sensitive to the pbssiblity

that some findings may not hold up when controlled experimental tudies

are completed.

A sequence of descriptip-correlational-experimental research has proved

to be quite productive in research on classroom teaching (Rosenshine and. Furst
F.

54
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1973.). We believe that.the same sequence of research will be just as productive

in improving understanding of human resource management in schools.

We have reason to believe that the conditions of effective schooling are

not easily instituted. For example,.tiachers do not easily apply principles

.of direct instruction, although these principles have been related to higher

achievement ,Research'studies by GerstenCarnine, and Williams Cin press)

. demonstrated that proficiency in direct instruction requires an extensive

period of training on an individual basis. An additional complication 4

that some teachers are resistant to such training efforts, -,, k

The fact that conditions of effective schooling are not easily instituted

creates new challenges for administrators. As we have indicated throughout this

paper, relatively little is known about the management practices that are

necessary to help education professionals bring about the schooling conditions

associated with/basic skills instruction.

A most encouraging development.is educational adMinistratori' current

high level of interest in school -and classroom-level instruction, representing

a shift from their traditional excessive involvement in such matters as

finance, collective bargaining, and school level concerns. Undoubtedly,

one cause of this heightened interest is the public's present concern about

0 the quality of instruction in American schools. Also, educational administra-

tors arebecoming increasingly aware of the research on basic skills instruc-

tion and its implications for their work (Erickson 1979).

Ohe line of research that is likely to, improve managerial practices is

the study ofphow,effective schools got to be that way. Developmental research

may expo,se the critical managerial decisions, actions, and role perceptions

that culminated in an effective school. Also, much research will be required to
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improve our understanding of the various strategies for managing the work of

education professionals: personnel allocation, inservice education; control

over work decisions, personnel evaluation, incentives and rewards, and

particiPatiOn in professional associations and agencies. We know too little

about how each strategy is linked to educational policy, on the one hand,

and to the academic achievement of students, on'the other. .

Descriptive research can provide useful baseline data about each

managerial strategy with respect to existing practices within school

O
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systems and the influence .exerted by external educational organizations.'

Also, correlational research would be of value for identifying whether some

variations within existing practice are more effective than others.

For example, some inservice programs focus on basic skills instruction,

whereas other programs emphasize such topics as teacher stress ktid classroorii4%%,

discipline. Correlational studies can determine whether such content
4

variations in inservice programs are associated with variations in the achieve-

ment of students whose teachers participated in different programs. Finally,

experimental studies are needed to validate promising managerial strategies

identified through descriptive and correlational research.

There is a perplexing conflict in the management of education professionals.

Vsearch on school-level productivity suggests that centralized control of the

work of educators appears desirable. Yet strong efforts are being made at pre-

sent to increase the professional autonomy of educators, especially teachers.,

How can this conflict be resolved? In the long rUn, advocacy of total

organizational control or total professional autonomy is unlikely to benefit

anyone. Case studies of school systems that have had success in negotiating

both organizational and professional needs may be a helpful line of research.

Research should also be conducted to determine how educational organizations

5G
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outside local school systems may exacerbate or lessen conflict.

We.Conclude with a comment on the pessimism sometimes expressed about

school improvement. Critics believe that school improvement is virtually

:impossible because of the entrenched bureaucracy that runs the schools, because

of the poor quality of.teachers, and because of past failures of research

to improve practice. These criticisms should not be dismissed lightly.

.,However, we also feel that there is substantial cause for_optimisM. There

is a rapidly developing body of knowledge about effective school conditions

for basic skills instruction. The conditions identified by researchers are

already present in some Ichooli. With further research, strategies for

human resource management can be identified and implemented to bring

these same cotNtions to most, if not all, schools.
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